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The snow is melting, tulips are peaking out from the soil and the 
streets are covered in potholes…Ahh, it’s spring in the Mid-West.

As usual, a change in the weather encourages new growth in all 
areas of our lives. Thankfully we’re not talking about adding 
another hole to our belts, but rather the growth and 
strengthening of our clientele. Spring brings with it new 
opportunities and relationships, chances to learn and to teach as 
well as moments of triumph and tribulation. Lessons that no 
doubt all lead up to what’s most important -inner growth.

This month in Chicago, Mike and fellow members of the MWFA 
gathered to teach a class aptly named the Fascination with 
Fasteners. There were 22 students in attendance for this full day 
course and judging by their applause, they were pleased with 
what they learned. Or — maybe they were just happy it was 
over. Either way, we’ll call it a success!

If you have the desire to bring some educational courses into your business for purchasing or sales, Mike also teaches blueprint 
reading classes. Give Mike a call today to see what he can do for you. And let’s communally resound - spring it on world!
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Copper State Bolt & Nut Co.
What’s new at Copper State Bolt!

The folks at Copper State have been very busy over the past few months, improving 
their processes, for increased efficiency. As many of you know, this transition was 
made easier by Copper State’s acquisition of a local heat treating company in Phoenix. 
This procurement streamlines their processes increasing overall productivity from 
manufacturing to the finished product. 

They’re also “rolling out” 2 new roll threading machines that will reduce set-up time 
and improve quality control. 

• Their size range is ½” to 4”  in diameter. And on the metric side: M16 to M100.

• With a length range of up to 20 feet! 

“Look to Copper State for all your large diameter hot headed parts.”  
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